


Cameras On

Mute your mic while 

others speak
Raise your Hand

Use the Chat

Be aware of your 

surroundings
#StayKindLLR

@LeadConnectCare

#StayKindLLR

This session is being recorded

Twitter Photo Competition

Get involved with our twitter 

competition to be in with a chance of 

winning one of our brilliant prizes. 

Tweet us with a photo of you joining 

this session with #StayKindLLR and 

#LLRHWB22. Don’t forget to tag and 

follow @LeadConnectCare



The Organisational Development
Team Presents

Giving your Team a voice:
Psychological Safety

We will be with you shortly …

Please have a pen and 
paper to hand.

Thank you!



About 
today

• What is psychological safety?

• Why is psychological safety 
important in the teams we 
work in?

• What increases / decreases 
our sense of psychological 
safety?

• How can we foster 
psychological safety in the 
teams we work in?



What is Psychological Safety?

(Edmondson, 1999; 2020)

“A belief that the workplace is safe 

for speaking up with ideas, questions, 

concerns and even mistakes. 

It’s a sense of confidence that your 

voice is valued.”

“A shared belief held by members 

of a team that the team is safe 

for interpersonal risk taking”



The Four Stages of Psychological Safety 
(Timothy Clark)

Inclusion Safety
Feeling included and 
accepted by others.

Learner Safety 
Feeling able to ask 

questions / give and receive 
feedback / experiment / 

make mistakes.

Contributor Safety

Being able to participate 
and contribute within the 

team

Challenger Safety
Feeling able to make 

suggestions for change / 
challenging the status quo.



Psychological Safety Isn’t …

(Edmondson, 2018; Clark, 2021)

Just ‘being 
nice’

A personality 
trait

Lowering 
standards or 
expectations

Overprotection 
Group 

decision-
making

Just words



Group Activity: Break-Out Rooms

Consider a situation where it 

has / hasn’t felt safe for you 

to speak up.

-What are the common themes 

you notice in these situations?

Private Reflection:

Do you feel psychologically safe in 

your current team?

What are the factors which impact 

this?

Consider what a psychologically safe
team would look like in practice.

-What behaviours might we see from 
team members?

-How might people be feeling?

-What might people say to each 
other?

-How might this differ from a team 
which felt psychologically unsafe?



Edmondson 

(2002)

• PS - Immediacy

• Trust- Includes Future 
too

Time

• PS – Will others give 
YOU the benefit of 
the doubt

• Trust – Will you give 
OTHERS the benefit 
of the doubt

Self vs 
Others

• PS- Group expereice

• Trust- Individual / 1:1

Individual 
vs Group

The 
difference between

Psychological Safety 
and Trust



https://www.mentimet
er.com/app/presentati
on/118c76b5cf73a44f6
3d5f92d2641d854/a35
516b0ae18/edit

Why do you think it is 
important?

Scan this with your camera on your 

phone to open the link

https://www.mentimeter.com/app/presentation/118c76b5cf73a44f63d5f92d2641d854/a35516b0ae18/edit


Specifically 
in Healthcare…

• https://www.youtube.com/watch
?v=LF1253YhEc8&t=188s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LF1253YhEc8&t=188s


Why is Team Psychological Safety Important?

Higher levels of 

satisfaction with the 

role / job

PSYCHOLOGICAL 

SAFETY
(Frazier et al., 2017)

More engaged 

with work

Better performance

on tasks

More information

sharing with

colleagues

Increased citizenship

behaviours

More 

creativity

More able to 

learn

More commitment to

the job itself



Considering your own / your team's 

level of Psychological Safety

1= strongly disagree, 2= disagree, 3= neither agree/nor disagree, 4= agree, 5= strongly agree

(Edmondson, 1999)

If you make a 
mistake in this team, 

it is often held 
against you.

Members of this 
team are able to 
bring up problems 
and tough issues.

People in this team 
sometimes reject 
others for being 

different.

It is safe to take a 
risk in this team.

It is difficult to ask 
other members of 
this team for help.

No one on this team 
would deliberately 
act in a way that 
undermines my 

efforts

Working with 
members of this 

team, my unique 
skills and talents are 

utilised.



Considering your own / your team's level of 
Psychological Safety



Factors that Increase and 
Decrease Team Psychological Safety



Factors that Increase and 

Decrease Team Psychological 

Safety

+ Priorities around patient safety
+ Focus on learning and improvement
+ Feeling supported by the 
organisation, leaders and colleagues
+ Familiarity – within and between 
teams
+ Individual differences (Gender / job 
role)

- Organisational hierarchies
- Lack of knowledge 

around the topic
- Authoritarian leadership
- Individual differences

(powerful versus 
quieter personalities)

(Remtulla et al., 2021)(O’Donovan & Mcauliffe, 2020)



Group Activity: Break-Out Rooms

• What could you do to support psychological safety within your team?

-You could think about the 

4 stages of psychological 

safety and what you might 

do to support each stage

-Are there things you 

would do differently or 

need to consider if you 

were remote working?



So…how can we foster 

psychological safety in the teams 

we work in?

Be authentic

– ‘real’

Include 

everyone in 

discussions

Keep goals / 

values in mind

Frame tasks as learning
opportunities and 

experiences

Support one another 

– respect and civility

Opportunities to get to

know each other 

informally

Role modelling

Listening

Bravery 

– speak up

Give the process

time



Psychological Safety

Working Under 
Pressure and Impact 
on Teams



Remember: When 
we’re all under 

pressure or feeling 
more fragile than 

usual…

Our self-doubt may be 
greater than usual

We may form a ‘story’ 
in our mind about other 
people: ‘him/her/they’

Our stories can be full 
of untested 

assumptions about 
‘them’

We tend to judge 
‘him/her/them’ …. 

sometimes negatively

We tend to take things 
personally e.g. feel 

offended or indignant

We’re more likely to 
act or speak 

defensively or to self-
protect

This can drain trust, 
goodwill, mutual 

support and emotional 
energy… and can 

impact on the quality 
of our joint work



If we notice 
signs of fragility 

in our teams, we 
can support 

each other by

Being more honest with others about our self-
doubt/ worries

This can help it feel safer for others to do the 
same

• Connecting with everyone as a human being before 
diving into the agenda/task list

• Being more curious about how things are in other 
people’s shoes

• Acknowledging that everyone is feeling the pressure

• Asking for help when we need it

• Encouraging each other to offer empathy

• Trying to avoid defensive, self-protective responses

• Practice being more compassionate and kind towards 
each other to show you care and let people know 
they matter



Some ideas to create psychologically safer conversations

Acknowledge 
how difficult/ 

pressurised things 
are. This helps 

others feel they 
can be honest 

and not pretend. 
It can focus 

energy on What’s 
Realistic and 

Possible? (and 
what’s not)

Remember that 
being negatively 

judged takes 
people into 

defensive mode. 
They are then 
more likely to 
respond with 
‘fight’ (resist, 

block, obstruct) or 
‘flight’ (remove 

cooperation, stop 
engaging, avoid)

Remember that 
implying or 
assuming 

someone has a 
negative intent 
very rarely leads 

to a good 
outcome. Instead 

of assuming 
someone has a 
negative intent, 
try considering:

“Assuming this 
person has good 
intentions, how 
might I make 
sense of their 
behaviour/ 

approach?”



More ideas for leaders…

• Promote self-awareness

• Encourage ‘failure’

• Be open to feedback

• Avoid blame culture

• Include everyone in 

decision making

(Management 3.0, 2021)

•Normalise failure

•Support all voices to be 
heard

•Celebrate difference

•Enabling your team to 
shine

•Keep connecting

(The Insights Group Ltd, 
2020)



Additional Resources
• Blog Posts:

• Harrison, C. (2020). Psychological safety and why it 
matters. https://nhsproviders.org/news-
blogs/blogs/psychological-safety-and-why-it-matters

• Management 3.0. (2022). How can we build 
psychological safety to achieve more together. 
https://management30.com/blog/psychological-safety/

• West, M. (2021). Teamworking, psychological safety 
and compassionate leadership. 
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/teamworking-
psychological-safety-and-compassionate-leadership

• Book:

• Edmondson, A. (2018). The Fearless Organization: 
Creating Psychological Safety in the Workplace for 
Learning, Innovation, and Growth. Wiley.

https://nhsproviders.org/news-blogs/blogs/psychological-safety-and-why-it-matters
https://management30.com/blog/psychological-safety/
https://www.nhsemployers.org/articles/teamworking-psychological-safety-and-compassionate-leadership


• Podcasts:

• https://management30.com/podcast/embracing-
psychological-safety-gitte-klitgaard/

• (8.5 minutes begins to talk about psychological 
safety)

• https://management30.com/podcast/importance-of-
creating-psychological-safe-spaces/

• (16.5 – 23.5 minutes talks about psychological safety)

• https://management30.com/podcast/keys-to-
creating-psychological-safety/

• (3.5 minutes onwards – how to create psychological 
safety with people who are different from you)

https://management30.com/podcast/embracing-psychological-safety-gitte-klitgaard/
https://management30.com/podcast/importance-of-creating-psychological-safe-spaces/
https://management30.com/podcast/keys-to-creating-psychological-safety/


Find them:
INsite - OD Resource Hub (xuhl-tr.nhs.uk)
or

OD Resources - LLR Academy

Useful tools

http://insite.xuhl-tr.nhs.uk/homepage/working-life/education--training/learning--development/organisational-development/od-resource-hub
https://www.llracademy.org/od-resources/


Final Reflections

• What is something you 
will try to take away from 

todays workshop?

• (feel free to share this 
with the group if you feel 

able to!)



Thank-you for your 
time.



Thank you for joining

Take a look at the 2022 Lead, Connect and Care festival programme:

https://llracademy.org/event-dashboard/

https://forms.office.com/

r/QSKadTkRxU

Complete our quick survey:
@LeadConnectCare

#StayKindLLR

https://llracademy.org/event-dashboard/
https://forms.office.com/r/QSKadTkRxU

